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CHAPTER 13 . 

WATER WHEELS 

.ART. 163. CONDITIONS OF H:rGH EFFICIENCY 

A hydraulic motor is an apparatus for utilizing the energy 
of a waterfall, It generally consists of a wheel which is -caused to 
revolve either by tbe weight of water falling from a higber to a 
lower level, or by the dynamic pressure due to the change in direc
tion and velocity of a moving stream. When the water enters 
.at only one part of the circumference, the apparatus is called a 
water wheel; when it enters around the entire circumference, it 
is called a turbine. In this chapter and the next these two classes 
of motors will be discussed in order to determine the conditions 
which render them most effi.cient. Overshot wheels, which move 
under the weight of water caught in their buckets, and undershot 
wheels, which move under the impact of a fl.owing stream, are 
forros that have been used for many centuries. Impulse wheels, 
which owe their motion to a jet of water striking their vanes 
with high velocity, were perfected in the eighteenth century. 

The effi.ciency e of a motor ought, if possible, to be independent 
of the amount of water used, or if not, it should be the greatest 
when the water supply is low. This is very diffi.cult to attain. 
It should be noted, however, that it is not the mere variation in 
the quantity of water which causes the effi.ciency to vary, but it 
is the losses of head which are consequent thereon. For instance, 
when water is low, gates must be lowered to diminish the area of 
orífices, and this produces sudden changes of section which 
dirninish the effective head h. A complete theoretic expression 
for the efficiency will hence not include W, the weight of water 
supplied per second, but it should, if possible, include the losses 
of energy or head which result when W varíes. The actual effi
ciency of a motor can only be deterrnined by tests with the frie-
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tion brake (Art.149); the theoretic effic' . 
formulas like those of the last cha t i~ncy, as deduced from 
than the actual because 't . . p er, wdl as a rule be higher 
ali the sources ~f loss ~ is I:tsible to formulate accurately 
sion of formulas for th~oret~veffir ~ ess the deduction and discus-

1c e c1ency are ve · 
correct understanding d ry nnportant for the 

an successful const t' f 
of hydraulic motors. ., ruc ion o all kinds 

\\nen a weight of water W f ll . 
height h, or when it is deli d a. sh m each second through the 
energy per second is vere w1t the velocity v, its theoretic 

K=Wh or 
2 

K=W.!._ • 
2g 

The actual work per second e 1s 
all the losses of energy Th qula the theoretic energy minus 

1 
· ese osses may b di 'd d . 

e asses: first, those caused b th e_ v1 e mto two 
heat; and second thos d y e transformat10n of energy into 

' e ue to the velo · t · . 
water reaches the level of th ta'l ci Y V1 with wh1ch the 

1 
. e 1 race The fu t 1 • 

osses m friction, losses in foam and . . s e ass mcludes 
den changes in cross-sectio f edd1es_ consequent upon sud-

n or rom allowmg th t • 
to. dash improperly against surfac . e en ermg water 
this be Wlt', in which Ji' is the h:d :et the loss of work due to 
second loss is due merely to th f ost by these causes. The 

. e act that the d tinº 
carnes away the energy W. , 2¡ epar g water 

d 
Vi 2g. The work p d • 

parte by the water to the h 1 h . er secon un-w ee t en 1s 

k = W (1t - lt' - ;~
2

) 

and dividinu this b th h . 0 Y e t eoretic energy the effi. • . c1ency 1s, 

e= r-1-(~)2 (163) 

in ,vhich v is the velocity due to the hea . 
though very general must b th . d h. Th1s formula, al-
theory of water whe,el de e bas1s of all discussions on the 

s an motors It h h 
bccome unity when lt' = d · s ows t at e can only 
following fundamental e o;~ V1 = o, and accordingly the two 
secure high efficiency : on 1 ons must be f ulfilled in order to 
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1. The water must enter and pass through the wheel '\\ithout 

losing energy in friction and foam. 
2. The water must reach the leve! of the tail race without ab-

solute velocity. 

These two requirements are expressed in popular language by the 
well-known maxim "the water should en ter the wheel without 
shock and leavewithout velocity." Here the word " shock" means 
that method of introducing the water upon the wheel which 

produces foam and eddies. 
The friction of the wheel upon its bearings is included in the lost 

work when th& power and efficiency are actually measured as described 
in Art. 149. But as this is not a hydraulic loss it should not be in
cluded in the lost work k' when discussing the wheel merely as a user 
of water, as will be done in this chapter. The amount lost in shaft 
and journal friction in good constructions may be estimated at 2 

or 3 percent of the theoretic energy, so that in discussing the hydrau
lic losses the maximum value of e will not be unity, but about 0.9& 
or 0.97. This will usually be rendered considerably smaller by the 
friction of the wheel upon the air or water in which it moves, and 
which will here not be regarded. The efficiency given by (163) is 
called the hydraulic efficiency to distinguish it from the actual efficiency 

as determined by the friction brake. 
Prob. 163. A wheel using 70 cubic feet of water per minute under a head 

of 12.4 feet has an efficiency of 63 percent. What effective horse-power 

<loes it deliver? 

A.RT. 164. ÜVERSHOT WHEELS 

In the overshot wheel the water acts largely by its weight. 
Figure 164 shows an end view or vertical section, which so fully 
illustrates its action that no detailed explanation is necessary. 
The total fall from the surface of the water in the head race or 
flume to the surface in the tail race is called h, and the weight of 
water delivered per second to the wheel is called W. Then•the 
theoretic energy per second imparted to the wheel is Wlt. It is 
required to determine the conditions which will render the eff ec
tive work of the wheel as near to W h as possible. 

The total fall may be divided into three parts : that in which 
the water is filling the buckets, that in which the water is descend-
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ing in the filled buckets, and that whi h . 
are emptied. Let the first of the e remams af ter the buckets 
last h1. In falling the dis- se parts be called Izo, and the 

tance ~10 the water acquires -¡-------·--- --- --~~ 
a veloc1ty v0 which is approxi- ¡ 

• mately equal to V 2gho and ! 
then, striking the bu~kets ! 
this is reduced to u, the tan~ ¡ 
gential velocity of the wheel 1\ 

~hereby a loss of energy i~ • ¡ 
impact occurs. It then de- ! 
scends through the distance ¡ 
h - Izo - h1, acting by its ¡ 
weight alone, and finally : 
dropping out of the buckets' r, ~~-~~~~=-
reaches the leve! of the tail ~ ~ ~ ;s; 

race with a velocity which Fig. 164. 

causes a second loss of ener L h' 
ing the buckets and let. b gyh. et_ be the head lost in en ter-

' Vi et e veloc1ty of th t • the leve! of the tail e wa er as 1t reaches 
wheel is given by th;ace. Tlhfen the hydraulic efficiency of the 

genera ormula (163), or 
,, 2 

e=1-!!..-~ 
h v2 

and to apply it, the values of J.' d 
equation v is the velocity due t~ t~: h:::~ to be}º~;!:, In this 

Th 
, or V - V 2gh. 

e head lost in impact when 
velocity Vo is enlarged . . a stream of water with the 

. m section so as to have th 11 . 
1t, 1s, as proved in Art. 76, e sma er veloc1ty 

h' = ( Vo - u) 2 = va2 - 2 Vou + u2 
. 2g 2g 

The.veloc1ty V1 with which the t 
upon the velocity u and the h:; t reaches th: ta~ race depends 
leaves the buckets is W . u2j2 \ t lz1. It~ kmetic energy as it 
h1 is Wlz and th I ~• t e potential energy of the fall 

1, e resu tant kmef . 
race is W . vi2/

2
g . he th 

1 
ic energy as It reaches the tail 

' nce e va ue of Vi is 
V¡= -vu2+ 2 gh1 
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Inserting these values of h' and v1 in the formula for e, and 
placing for v2 its equivalent 2gh, there is found 

vo2 - 2vo1i + w 2 + 2gh1 
e=r- -

2gh 

The value of u which renders e a maximum is found by equat
ing the first derivative to zero, which gives 

u=½vo 
or the velocity of the wheel shoula be one-half that of the entering 
water. Inserting this value, the hydraulic efficiency correspond-

ing to the advantageous velocity is 
• 1 2 e = 

1 
_ 2vo + 2gh1 

2gh 

and lastly, replacing va2 by its value 2gho, it becomes 

1 ho h1 e=r--- - - (164) 
2 h h 

which is the maximum efficiency of the overshot wheel. 

This investigation shows that one-half of the entrance fall 
ho and the whole of the exit fall h1 are lost, and it is hence plain 
that in order to make e as large as possible both ho and h1 should 
be as small as possible. The fall ho is made small by making the 
radius of the wheel large; but it cannot be made zero, for then 
no water would enter the wheel ; it is generally taken so as to 
make the angle 00 about 10 or 15 degrees. The fall h1 i~ made 
small by giving to the buckets a form which will retain the 
water as long as possible. As the water really leaves the wheel 
at several points along the lower circumference, the value of h1 
cannot usually be determined with exactness. 

The practical advantageous velocity of the overshot wheel, as 
determined by the method of Art.149, is found to be about o.4vo, 
and its efficiency is found to be high, ranging from 70 to 90 percent. 
In times of drought, when the water supply is low, and it is desirable 
to utilize all the power available, its efficiency is the highest, since 
then the buckets are but partly filled and h1 becomes small. Herein 
líes the great advantage of the overshot wheel; its disadvantage is in 
its large size and the expense of construction and maintenance. 
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The number of buckets and the' d 
except those of experience U ll rrthepth are governed by no laws 
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. . sua y e numb f b . 
5r or ór, if r is the radius of th h l . er o uckets is about 
is from 10 te! 15 inches Th ebw ee m feet, and their radial depth 

• · e readth of th h 1 axis depends upon the quantit f e w ee parallel "to its 
t h 

Y o water supplied d h 
grea t at the buckets are not full filie . ' _an s ould be so 
may retain it as long as pos 'bl y d d With water, morder that they 

h ul 
51 e an thus mak J. ali 

5 0 d be set with its oute · mf e t1 srn • The wheel 
Prob 164 E . r c1rcu erence at the leyel of the tail water 

· · Stlillate the horse- . · 
wheel which uses xo8o cubic fe t f power and efficiency of an overshot 

f h 
. e o water per · t d 

eet, t e diameter of the wheel be' mmu e un er a head of 26 
from the top and Ieaving I º f mhg 23 feet, and the water entering xsº 

2 roro t e bottom. 

ART. 165. BREAST WHEELS 

The breast wheel is applicable to small 
the water is partly by impul d falls, and the action of 
sented in Fig.165 water se an partly by weight. As repre-

from a reservoir is admit
ted through an orifi.ce 
upon the wheel under the 
head ho with the velocity 
Vo; the water being then 
confined between the 
vanes and the curved 
breast acts by its weight 
through a distance ¡12 
which is approximatel; ~ 
equal to h - Izo, until Fig. 165. 
finally it is released at the leve! of th . 
the velocity u which i's th e ta1! race and departs with 

' e same as that f th · 
the wheel. The total O e circumference of 

f 
energy of the water b · Wh 

o the wheel is eWlt if e be •t ffi . emg , the work 
' 1 s e c1ency. 

The reasoning of the last article ma . 
wheel, lt1 being made equal to zer y be applied ~o the breast 
dpced for e may be regarded as a:, and t~e express10n there de
oretic efficiency It app h approxtmate value of its the-

. ears t en th t ·11 b 
smaller the fall ho. but 

O 
• ' t 

1
, ª e WI e the greater the 

' wing o eakage between the wheel and 
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· t d and . t be theoretically estima e ' . 
the curved breast, which ~~o h f r low ones it is not des1r-

f hi h veloc1ties t an o ' h l . 
which is less or g all The efficiency of the b¡east w ee is 
able to mak~ 'Vo and ho s: that of the overshot, and usually ranges 
hence matenally less tha l lues being for small wheels. 

8 percent the ower va 
from 50 to o ' . . the theoretic efficiency of the 

Another method of deter~g f the water in entering and 
breast wheel is to discuss the fa~tionulo Let at the point of en-

a case o imp se. . . 
leaving the vanes as ll l d equal to the veloc1ties 

d A b drawn para e an 
trance Avo an u e_ h t f the entering water and the latter 
'Vo and u, the former bemg tb a t~e angle between 'Vo and u, which 
that of the vanes. Let a e h Then the dynamic pressure 
may be called the angl~ of app~o:c . on and leaving the vanes is, 

t d by the water m entermº up exer e 
158 vo cosa - u from Art. , p = w~C----

g 

k formed by it per second is and the wor per ) 
(vo cosa -u u 

k0 =W g 

. . muro value when This expression has its maxi 
u= ½vo cosa 

locity of the wheel circumf erence, • h · the advantageous ve · 
wh1c gives . k f the dynamic pressure lS 
and the corresponding wor o 2 2 

-w'Vo cosa 
ko-

4
g 

. b the weight of the water, 
Adding this to the work Wl12 done y . at the advantageous 
the total work of the wheel when runnmg 

velocity is found to be k = w(vo2 cos2a + ~) 
4g ffi . t 

• 2 J¡ where Ci is the coe cien 
or, if va2 be replaced by its val~e ~1 • 2g t;e orifice of the reservoir, 
of velocity for the stream as it eaves ) 

k = W(½ci2 cos2a · ho+ h1 • 

h . uro hydraulic efficiency of the wheel is 
whence t e maxim ho Jt<i. (165) 

- le 2 cos2a · -+-e-21 h Ji 
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If in this expression h2 be replaced by h - '10, and if c
1 
= r and 

et = oº, this reduces to the same value as found for the overshot 
wheel. The angle a, however, cannot be zero, for then the direc
tion of the entering water would be tangential to the wheel, and 
it could not impinge upon the vanes; its value, however, sh;uld 
be small, say from 10º to 25º. The coefficient c1 is to be rendered 
large by making the orifice of the discharge with well-rounded 
inner corners so as to avoid contraction and the losses incident 
thereto. The above formulas cannot be relied upon in practice 
to give close values of k and e, on account of losses by foam and 
leakage along the curved breast, which of course cannot be al
gebraically expressed. 

Prob. 165. A breast wheel is 10.5 feet in diameter, and has c1 = 0.93, 
h0 = 4.2 feet, and a = 12 degrees. Compute the most advantageous num
ber of revolutions per minute. 

ART. 166. UNDERSHOT WHEELS 

The common undershot wheel has plan.e radial vanes, and the 
water passes beneath it in a direction nearly horizontal. It may 
then be regarded as a breast wheel where the action is entirely 
by impulse, so that in the preceding equations ~ becomes o, 
h0 becomes h, and a will be oº. The theoretic efficiency then is 
e = ½ci2. In the best constructions the coefficient c1 is nearly 
unity, so it may be concluded that the maximum efficiency of the 
undershot wheel is about 0.5. Experiments show that its actual 
efficiency varies from 0 .20 to 0.40, and that the advantageous 
velocity is about o.4v0 instead of o.5v0• The lowest efficiencies 
are obtained from wheels placed in an unlimited flowing current, 
as upon a scow anchored in a stream ; and the highest from those 
where the stream beneath the wheel is confined by walls so as to 
prevent the water from spreading laterally. 

The Poncelet wheel, so called from its distinguished inventor, 
has curved vanes, which are so arranged that the water lea_ves 
them tangentially, with its absolute velocity Iess than that of 
the velocity of the whee.l. If in Fig. 165 the fall lz2 be very small, 
and the vanes be curved more than represented, it will exhibit 
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the main reatures of the Poncelet wheel. The water entering 
with the absolute velocity .vo takes the velocity u of the vane and 
the velocity V relative to the vane. Passing then under the wheel, 
its dynamic pressure performs work; and on leaving the vane 
its ,elative velocity V is probably nearly the same as that at 
entrance. Then if V be drawn tangent to the vane at the point 

fig. 166. 

of exit, and u tangent to the circumference, their resultant will 
be v

1
, the absolute velocity of exit, which will be much less than u. 

Consequently the energy carried away by the departing water 
is less than in the usual forros of breast and undershot wheels, 
and it is found·by experiment that the efficiency may be as high 

as 60 percent. 
In Fig. 166 is shown a portion of a Poncelet wheel. At A 

the water enters the wheel through a nozzle-like opening with the 
absolute velocity v

0 
and at B it leaves with the absolute velocity 

v
1

. In the figure A and B have the same elevation. At A the 
entering stream makes the approach angle u. with the circumfer
ence of the wheel and the same angle with. the vane, so that the 
relative velocity V is equal to the velocity of the outer circum
f eren ce u. If h be the head on A, the theoretic work of the water 

is Wh, and the work of the wheel is 

k=Wvo2-v12 
2g 

and the efficiency, neglecting friction and leakage, is 

vo2 -vi2 
e= 2gh 

Now, let c
1 

be the coefficient of velocity of the entrance orífice, 
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then Vo = C1 ~ - From • A and B th the parallelograms of veloCI·ty 
, ere are found at 

u=-v_o_ . 
2 cosa Vi = 2 u sma = Vo tana 

and for this vel ·t h . oc1 y tt t e effic1ency of the wheel is 

e= c1
2

( 1 - tan2a) 
If C1 = I and a = o th ffi . (166) ' e e crency becom · 
constructions c

1 
may be d f es umty. In the best 

b 
ma e rom o 95 t 8 b 

e a very small angle sine th . o o.9 ' ut a cannot 
lf a = 30º ande - ' the en ~o water could enter the wheel 

1 - o.95 e effic1ency is O 6 hi h • · 
a higher value than usually atta· d . · o, w e 1s probably 
be greater or less than 1, / mhe 

10 
practice. lf the velocity 

2Vo cosa t e effi · will b 
account of shock and foam at .A. c1ency e lowered on 

Prob. l66. Estimate the h 
undershot wheel with plane radi~lrs_;-power that_ can be obtained from an 
velocity of 5 feet per second th ~n~ placed m a stream having a mean 
ameter 8 feet, and the max~W: ':1 t o~ the wheel being 15 feet, its di

How many revolutions per minute s=~:n o~ t~e van~s being x.33 feet. 
the marimum power? s w ee make m order to furnish 

• 
ART. 167. VERTICAL IMPULSE WHEELS 

A vertical wheel like Fi 166 . 
against which the water is deif d f but havmg ~maller vanes 
an impulse wheel or a "h vdere rom a nozzle, is often called 

, ur y-gurdy" 
wheel. The Pelton wheel the C d 
wh l d ' asca e 
. ee ' an other forros can be purchased 
m severa! sizes and are convenient on ac
count of their portability. Figure 167a 
s~ows an outline sketch of such a wheel 
';1th the vanes somewhat exaggerated in 
size. The simplest vanes are radial planes ~ 
~ at A, but these give a low efficiency B B 

urved va~es, as at B, are generally used. 
as these cause the water to turn b k~ Fig. 167a. 
ward . ac ' oppos1te to the direction of the . 
the wheel with a l b l . motion, and thus to leaye 

ow a so ute veloc1ty (Art.159). In the plan 
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a be arranged so as also 
of the whlel it is see~ th~t thebil;aned::ec~ng it backward. The 

th ter s1dewise w e h 
to turn e wa * h th t with plane radial vanes t e 
experiments of Browne s ow ª bil with curved ·vanes or 

ffi. . was 40 2 percent, w e h. h 
highest e c1ency . . d The velocity of the vanes w ic 

8 ent was attame • 
1 cups 2.5 perc . . each case almost exact y one-

ve .the highest effi.c1ency was m ga . 
half the velocity of th~ Jet. d hi h heads, and also being of 

The Pelton wheel is used un. er ih effective head is that 
small size it has a high veflohcity. le ~y a pressure gage, cor-

d t th ntrance o t e nozz . f 
measure a e e rected for veloc1ty 0 

approach and the loss in 
the nozzle by formula 
(83)1• These wheels are 

wholly of iron, and ~re 
provided with a cas~ng 
to prevent the spattenng 
of the water. Fig.167b 
shows a form with three 
nozzles, by which thríie 
streams are applied at 
different parts of the 
circumf eren ce, in order 
to obtain a greater power 
than by a single nozzle, 
or to obtain a greater 

Fig. 167b. s eed by using smaller 

ff t. e head of 100 f~et and a single nozzle 
l For an e ec iv . 

nozz es. . . . by the manufacturers . 
th following quantities are g1ven 6 • 

e • l 2 3 4 
Diameter m feet, 176.7 398.l 
Cubic feet per minute, 8.29 44.19 99.52 181 121 

Revolutions per minute, 726 363 1::42 29.93 67.3 
1.40 7.49 · Horse-powers, 

. l an effi.ciency of 85 percent. 
and these figures imp y . l . ulse wheels is the same 

• 1 h of these vertica 1mp . h 
The genera t eory . A 158 Owing to the h1g 

as that given for moving vanes m rt. . 
. d l' Mining (New York, r885), p. 193. 

* Bowie's Treatise on Hy rau ic 
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velocity, more or less shock occurs at entrance, and a~ the angle 
of exit /3 cannot be made small, the water leaves the vanes with 
more or less absolúte velocity. The advantageous velocity of 
the vanes or cups is between 40 and 50 percent of that of the 
entering jet. 

Prob. 167. The diameter of a hurdy-gurdy wheel is r2.5 feet betwecn 
centers of vanes, and the impinging jet has a velocity of 58.5 feet per second 
anda diameter of o.r82 feet. The efficiency of the wheel is 44.5 percent, 
when making 62 revolutions per minute What effective horse-power <loes 
it furnish? 

ART. 168. HORIZONTAL IMPULSE WHEELS 

When a wheel is placed with its plane horizontal and is driven 
by a stream of water from a nozzle, it is called a horizontal im
pulse wheel. There are two forms, known as the outward-flow 
and the inward-flow wheel. In the former, shown in Fig. 168a, 
the water enters the wheel upon the inner and leaves it upon the 

• 

V1 

1, 
_.,_~{) " ---e-

Fig. 168a. Fig. 168b. 

outer circumference; in the latter, shown in Fig. 168b, the water 
enters upon the outer and leaves upon the inner circumference. 
The water issuing from the nozzle with the velocity v impinges • 
upon the vanes, and in passing through the wheel alters both its 
direction and its absolute velocity, thus transforming its energy 
into useful work. The energy of the entering water is W. v2/ 2g 
and that of the departing water is W • vi2/2g. Neglecting fric
tional resistances, the work imparted to the wheel by the water is 

k = w(t._- V12) 
2g 2g 

• 


